
Helix Large Bio Mechanical Reactor Waterfall Filter 
 

BENEFITS of The Helix Large Bio Mechanical Reactor—a Waterfall Filter 

 This filter carries the huge benefits of aerated biological filtration, like the Mov-
ing Bed Waterfall Filter with the added polishing qualities of a good Mechanical 
Filter when you add lava rock or other media.    

 Cleaning is done by back flushing the filter via a remote controlled by a knife 
valve (which can be installed above ground or with a PVC extension for access.  

 Significant Nitrate Reduction 
 Significantly increased Dissolved Oxygen levels in your pond 
 Grow your koi HUGE without water quality issues 
 The waterfall filter is designed to easily install in your landscape 

 

FEATURES of The Helix Large Bio Mechanical Reactor  

 Heavy Duty Roto Molded Body 
 Stainless Steel Hardware 
 Made in America 
 High Quality Plumbing Parts 
 50 Liters of Helix Floating 

Media and Radial Diffuser to 
contain it. 

 Radial 5” Air Diffuser 
(requires 40 liter air pump—
not included) 

 3/4" Bulkhead for air injec-
tion & air assist cleaning ring 

 2" Bulkhead for water inlet.   
 Filter dimensions are 32" 

Long x 32" Wide x 32" High 
 (2) Knife Valves included for opening low and mid level 

drains for cleaning 
 (2) Check Valves included to prevent improper flow 
 Requires 100 pounds of 3/4” lava rock or similar media 

(not included).  Separation grate is included.  
 

USES of The Helix Moving Bio Mechanical Waterfall Filter 

 This filter has incredible biological capacity and per-
forms mechanical filtration for complete filtration.  

 Works well in flow rates of up to 4000 gph 
 Stand alone filtration—this filter, a skimmer, a pump 

and an air pump are all that you need to have an easily 
maintained high quality filtration system.  

 

OPTIONS for The Helix Moving Bed Waterfall Filter 

 Where a cover is desired, the Atlantic Water Gardens RL70 Faux Stone Cover is a 
great fit & comes in Desert, Great Lakes, Mountain and Southern Rock patterns. 

 


